WORLD RECORD WORKFLOW

PANASONIC AW-HS410 USED TO PRODUCE THE WORLD'S
FASTEST DVD RELEASE
VI Rental, the UK-based rental division of the Visual Impact Group, used the Panasonic AV-HS410 Live Switcher in
the Guinness World Record attempt to produce the 'world's fastest DVD release'.

On Friday 12th April at the Civic Hall in Wolverhampton, the
English rock band Marillion made history at their biennial fan
convention, the UK 'Marillion Weekend', by setting the world
record for the "World's Fastest DVD Release". A five-disk
souvenir set entitled 'Clocks Already Ticking' was on sale
just 10 hours and 31 minutes after filming the Radiation
show on the convention's opening night, beating the previous
record of 12 hours and 24 minutes.
VI Rental worked in conjunction with multi-camera
production specialists Toward Infinity and Abbey Road
Studio's Live Here Now instant recording and distribution
service to have the set on sale at 7.03am the following
morning. The intense challenge to produce and turnaround a
five-disk souvenir set in world record time required intuitive
equipment packed with useful functions to allow the
workflow to be as efficient as possible. The Panasonic AVHS410 was identified by Steve Gould, Technical Supervisor at
VI Rental as a "perfect solution" after testing it at a Visual
Impact open day.

When filming the Radiation show, 7 camera sources were
connected to the AV-HS410's SDI inputs, which left
expansion in the system for any last minute changes. The
enhanced MultiViewer function was set up on the DVI output
and connected to a 42" LCD display which enabled everyone
to gather around and increase the efficiency of live relay
operation. The other outputs were supplied to the Abbey
Road crew who were mixing the sound and lighting, and two
outputs were connected to the program record VTRS.
"I instantly found the HS410 easy to use. I have only
scratched the surface of what the HS410 has to offer, but I
can say that it is packed full of functions and features. It's a
simple and compact mixer with a built-in 7" LCD screen
which I found really useful for navigating menus etc"
"I can not sing the HS410's praises enough!" added Gould.

For more information on the AW-HS410 please visit
business.panasonic.co.uk/professional-camera

AV-HS410 - A live switcher with substantially improved
user interface and excellent expandability
High-End Performance and Functions
Expandable 1ME Switcher with Enhanced User Interface
HD/SD Multi-Format with 9 Inputs Standard, 13 Inputs
Maximum
New Memory Functions and Versatile, High-Quality Effects
The AV-HS410 is an HD/SD selectable 1ME Switcher that
rivals many high-end switchers by incorporating a host of
inputs and outputs, effects and system expandability into its
compact, 19 type, half-rack size. It comes standard with 9
inputs and can increase a maximum capacity of 13 inputs
when optional boards are mounted. It provides versatile
effects, including transitions with digital video effects and
Primatte® chroma keying. Its 177.8 mm (7 inches) colour
LCD monitor improves operability by an easy-to-see setting
screen, new video memory, Memory Preview, enhanced
MultiViewer functions, and a button layout that is designed
to simplify live relay operation.

